Abstract: Reliable operation of UV AlGaN-based nanowires-LED at high injection current was realized by incorporating a Ti-pre-orienting/TaN-diffusion-barrier bilayer, thus enhancing external quantum efficiency, and resolving the existing device degradation issue in group-III-nanowireson-silicon devices.
Introduction
AlGaN ternary compounds are wavelength tunable in the UV-C (~200 nm) to UV-A (~360 nm) regime. The materials, being inert and environmental friendly, are promising for a large variety of application such as water purification, chemical agent detection and lighting. Despite its technological infancy as compared to planar AlGaN LEDs, nanowires (NWs) devices when realized on silicon substrate offer economy of scale and a great potential for industry adoption. However, it is noted that silicon suffers from the spontaneous formation of insulating SiN x at the NWs/substrate interface.
[1] Moreover, the band discontinuity at GaN/SiN x /Si interface is undesirable for efficient device performance. In this regard, III-nitride NWs grown on pre-orienting thin film metal layer have been demonstrated. [2, 3] However, the high thermal mismatch between metals, e.g. Ti, and Si, causes delamination of the Ti thin-film from the Si substrate when devices are operated at elevated injection current density, thus causing device failure. In addition, the resultant surface roughness affects the effective planarization of devices [4] . We implemented Al x Ga 1-x N (quantum disk)/Al y Ga 1-y N (quantum barrier), y>x, NWs LEDs, by inserting a 20 nm TaN interlayer in between Ti and silicon substrate. [5] Here we present a comparison between NWs LEDs grown on Ti/TaN/Si and Ti/Si substrate. We achieved higher injection current and output power for the former. Our investigation opens a pathway for potential mass-production of UV LED devices utilizing existing silicon foundry. The photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence spectrum (EL) is depicted in fig. 2 (a) with a peak emission at 320 and 325 nm for the NWs LEDs grown on Ti/TaN/Si. The inset shows the Arrhenius plot and the fitted activation energies obtained from the temperature-dependent PL. The low temperature activation energy is likely due to localized states in the quantum disks, related to formation of high Al composition regions and to strain fluctuation. The high temperature activation energy, instead, is mainly due to thermionic emission from delocalized states (Ga-rich regions). Figure 2 (b) shows the current density vs voltage plot of the Al x Ga 1-x N/Al y Ga 1-y N NWs LED grown on Ti/TaN/Si and on Ti/Si. Higher current up to 90 A/cm 2 was achieved in this device as compared to that grown on Ti/Si substrate, despite the fact that the latter uses a more conductive p-GaN layer while the former uses a p-AlGaN as a top non-UV-absorbing contact layer. The inset shows the output power of 1.9 W achieved at 12 V attributed to the use of the Ti/TaN bilayer as well as the top p-AlGaN contact layer. For completeness, figure 2 (c) shows the plot of relative external quantum efficiencies as a function of the injection current for both devices.
Results and discussion

Conclusions
UV Al x Ga 1-x N/Al y Ga 1-y N NWs LEDs were grown on Ti/TaN metal bilayer utilizing silicon substrate to eliminate the potential barrier that limits the carrier injection and heat dissipation, and to prevent device failure caused by metal delamination. We achieved higher current injection of 90 A/cm 2 and optical power output of 1.9 W at 12 V. The investigation opens a pathway for reliable fabrication of UV devices on scalable substrates.
